Abstract. Even though it is not very often admitted, partial functions do play a signi cant role in many practical applications of deduction systems. Kleene has already given a semantic account of partial functions using a three-valued logic decades ago, but there has not been a satisfactory mechanization. Recent years have seen a thorough investigation of the framework of many-valued truth-functional logics. However, strong Kleene logic, where quanti cation is restricted and therefore not truthfunctional, does not t the framework directly. We solve this problem by applying recent methods from sorted logics. This paper presents a tableau calculus that combines the proper treatment of partial functions with the e ciency of sorted calculi.
Introduction
Many practical applications of deduction systems in mathematics and computer science rely on the correct and e cient treatment of partial functions. For this purpose di erent approaches|reaching from workarounds for concrete situations to a proper general treatment|have been developed. In the following we will introduce the main approaches and exemplify their advantages and disadvantages by some trivial examples from arithmetic. For a more detailed discussion of the di erent approaches compare Far90] .
There are essentially four approaches of treating partiality. First, these expressions can syntactically be excluded. Second, it is possible to disregard or bypass partiality. Third, partiality is taken serious and this is re ected in the semantics and the calculus. Fourth, there is some mixture between options two and three.
In the rst approach terms like x 0 are treated as syntactically ill-formed, for instance, by using a sorted logic, in which the domain of the x y function is de ned to be IR IR (where IR denotes the real numbers without 0). Thereby the whole problem of partiality has been bypassed. In the cases, where such a procedure is possible, this approach is quite adequate and re ects the usual way of handling unde ned expressions in mathematics: to assure that all expressions are de ned before beginning to reason about them. It is, however, not always possible to exclude such expressions from the consideration a priori. For instance, if you consider terms like 1 f(x) , it would be necessary to exclude this expression for those x where f(x) = 0; depending on the de nition of f, this might be not computable at all. In consequence, this approach remedies the problem of partiality in certain cases only and does not provide a full solution.
In the second approach a value is assigned to 1 0 , either a xed value (e.g. 0) or an undetermined one. In both cases it is necessary to tolerate undesired theorems, in the rst case, for instance, 1 0 = 0, or in the second case from 0 x = 0 the instance 0 1 0 = 0. This approach is not satisfying, if such theorems are unwanted, which is normally the case in mathematics.
In the third approach, terms like 1 0 are not de ned and semantically either uninterpreted or interpreted by some error element. In the same manner, atomic formulae, containing such an unde ned term, like 1 0 = 0 are not interpreted by a truth value (true or false) at all or are interpreted by a third truth value (unde ned). As in the rst approach, partiality is taken serious, but it is no longer necessary to single out the unde ned expressions a priori. The main drawback of this approach is that classical two-valued logic is not adequate for its mechanization. A possible formalization can be done by a three-valued logic, however. Kleene makes this approach formal, by introducing an individual ? denoting meaningless individuals and a third truth value u, standing for the \unde ned" truth value. However, in contrast to the general framework for many-valued truth-functional logics, Kleene's quanti ers only range over de ned The fourth approach is less radical insofar as terms are treated as in the third approach, but the problems that accompany treating a third truth value are avoided (cf. Bee85, Far90, Sch68, Wei89]): All atomic expressions containing a meaningless term are considered as false. This has the advantage that partial functions can be handled within the classical two-valued framework. However, the serious drawback is that the results of these logic systems can be unintuitive to the working mathematician. For instance in elementary arithmetic the following sentence 8x; y; z z = x y ) x = y z is a theorem of such systems since the scope is true for the case y 6 = 0 and for the case y = 0, the formula z = x 0 obtains the truth value f which in turn makes the implication true, too. However, it is mathematical consensus that the equation should only hold provided that y is not 0. It will turn out (cf. example 2.11) that the formula is not a theorem in our formalization, since the case y = 0 is a counterexample.
This paper formalizes Kleene's ideas for partial functions (the third approach) in a sorted three-valued logic, called SKL, that uses Kleene's strong interpretation of connectives and quanti ers and adapts techniques from Weidenbach's sorted logic Wei89] to handle de nedness information. We furthermore present a tableau calculus TPF for partial functions that carries over the methods developed in the context of resolution theorem proving for partial functions KK94] to the tableau framework. Standard rst-order tableaux were introduced by Beth Bet55] and Hintikka Hin55] and later uni ed by Smullyan Smu68] . The free variable tableau method has its origin in the work of Prawitz Pra60] and has further been elaborated by Reeves Ree87] and Fitting Fit90] . Both calculi reported here are strongly in uenced by Weidenbach's tableau calculus with sorts Wei94], which introduces reasoning with dynamic sorts to tableau calculi.
We would like to thank Christian Ferm uller, Reiner H ahnle, and Christoph Weidenbach for comments and clarifying discussions.
2 Strong Sorted Kleene Logic (SKL)
In Kle52] Kleene presents a logic, which he calls strong three-valued logic for reasoning about partial recursive predicates on the set of natural numbers. He argues that the intuitive meaning of the third truth value should be \unde ned" or \unknown" and introduces the truth tables shown in de nition 2.6. Similarly
Kleene enlarges the universe of discourse by an element ? denoting the unde ned number. In his exposition the quanti ers only range over natural numbers, in particular he does not quantify over the unde ned individual (number).
The approach of this paper is to make Kleene's meta-level discussion of dened and unde ned individuals explicit by structuring the universe of discourse with the sort D for all de ned individuals. Furthermore all functions and predicates are strict, that is, if one of the arguments of a compound term or an atom evaluates to ?, then the term evaluates to ? or the truth value of the atom is u. Just as in Kleene's system, our quanti ers only range over individuals in D, that is, individuals that are not unde ned. This is in contrast to the well-understood framework for truth-functional many-valued logics, where the concept of de nedness and de ned quanti cation cannot be easily introduced, since quanti cation is truth-functional and depends on the truth values for all (even the unde ned) instantiations of the scope. Kleene's concept of bounded quanti cation is essential for our program of representing partial functions, since in a truth-functional approach no proper universally quanti ed expression can evaluate to the truth value t (dually for the existential quanti er), since all functions and predicates are assumed strict.
In the following we present the logic system SKL, which is a sorted version of what we believe to be a faithful formalization of Kleene's ideas from Kle52]. We treat the sorted version here, since we need the machinery for dynamic sorts in the calculus to be able to treat the sort D (sort techniques as that from Wei89, Wei91] give us the bounded quanti cation). We will call formulations of SKL where D is the only sort in the signature strong unsorted Kleene logic, since the sort D is indispensable. The further use of sorts gives the well-known advantages of sorted logics for the conciseness of the representation and the reduction of search spaces.
Syntax and Semantics
De nition 2.1 (Signature) A signature : = (S; V; F; P) consists of the following disjoint sets { S is a nite set of sorts including the sort D. We de ne S := S n fDg. { V is a set of variable symbols. Each variable x is associated with a unique sort S, which we write in the index, i.e. x S . We assume that for each sort S 2 S there is a countably in nite supply of variables of sort S in V. { F is a set of function symbols. { P is the set of predicate symbols. The sets F and P are subdivided into the sets F k of function symbols of arity k and P k of predicate symbols of arity k. Note Here the intended meaning of !A is that A is de ned.
We will now de ne the three-valued semantics for SKL by postulating an \unde ned individual" ? in the universe of discourse. Note that this is similar to the classical at CPO construction Sco70], but Kleene's interpretation of truth values does not make u minimal. Since we are not interested in least xpoints, monotonicity does not play a role in this paper.
De nition 2.3 (Strict -Algebra) Let be a signature, then a pair (A; I) is called a strict -algebra, i (c) If S 6 = D is a sort, then I(S) is a total and strict unary relation, that is, I(S)(a) 2 ff; tg, if a 6 = ? and I(S)(?) = u. (d) I(D)(?) = f and I(D)(a) = t, if a 6 = ?. Note that in contrast to all other sorts and predicates, the denotation of D is not a strict relation. We de ne the carrier A S of sort S as A S := fa 2 A I(S)(a) = tg. Note that in contrast to other sorted logics, it is not assumed that the A S are non-empty, in fact we do not even assume the existence of de ned elements in the carrier.
Furthermore ? = 2 A S for any S 2 S. By systematically deleting ? and u from the carrier and the truth values we can canonically transform strict -algebras into algebras of partial functions. These are an algebraic account of the standard interpretation in mathematics, where partiality of functions is directly modeled by right-unique relations. Obviously these notions of algebras have a one-to-one correspondence, so both approaches are equivalent.
De nition 2.4 ( -Assignment) Let (A; I) be a strict -algebra, then we call a total mapping ': V ?! A a -assignment, i '(x S ) 2 A S , provided A S is nonempty and '(x S ) = ? if A S = ;. We denote the -assignment that coincides where Q 2 f8; 9g and furthermore e 8(T) := Remark 2.8 The \tertium non datur" principle of classical logic is no longer valid, since formulae can be unde ned, in which case they are neither true nor false. We do, however, have a \quartum non datur" principle, that is, formulae are either true, false, or unde ned, which allows us to derive the validity of a formula by refuting that it is false or unde ned. We will use this observation in our tableau calculus.
The classical deduction theorem does not hold for SKL since the semantic status of a formula in the hypotheses is di erent from its status in the antecedent of an implication. A formula in the hypotheses is assumed to evaluate semantically to t, hence in particular it is de ned. This leads to the following modi ed deduction theorem. If the second property is given and M is a model of then M is also a model of A^!A ) B. In order to prove the rst property, only the subclass of those models has to be considered which are also models of A. These are, however, also models of !A, hence models of B too.
Remark 2.10 While in classical logic, the consequence relation is directly connected to the implication, here things are a little bit more di cult. In particular, when proving mathematical theorems, it is quite usual to do this with respect to some background theory (axioms and de nitions), which can no longer simply be taken in the antecedent of an implication. Hence we will often consider for mathematical applications so-called consequents, that is, pairs consisting of a set of formulae and a formula A. We call a consequent j = A valid, if A is entailed by in all -models.
Example 2.11 Now we can come back to the example from the exposition. The assertion is not a theorem of SKL, since the instance 1 = 1 0 ) 1 = 0 1 is not a valid formula (in any reasonable axiomatization of elementary arithmetic). While the antecedent of the implication evaluates to u, the succedent evaluates to f , hence the whole expression to u. Thus, this theorem cannot be derived in our sound tableau calculus to be presented in section 3.
Example 2.12 (Extended Example) We will formalize an extended example from elementary algebra that shows the basic features of SKL. Here An informal mathematical argumentation why T is entailed by fA1; : : : ; A5g can be as follows: In the consequent above, the Ai are assumed to be true, that is, neither false nor unde ned. Let x and y be arbitrary elements of IR. If x = y, the premise of T is false, hence the whole expression true (in this case the conclusion evaluates to u). If x 6 = y, then the premise is true and the truth value of the whole expression is equal to that of the conclusion Note that this reasoning is not justi ed for the implication A := A1^A2Â 3^A4^A5 ) T, since there are hidden assumptions, for instance, the totality of the binary predicate > on IR IR. In fact the formula A is not a tautology, since it is possible to interpret the > predicate as unde ned for the second argument being zero, so that A3 as well as T evaluate to u, while the other Ai evaluate to t, hence the whole expression evaluates to u.
Relativization into Truth-Functional Logic
In this section we show that we can always systematically transform SKL formulae to formulae in an unsorted truth-functional three-valued logic K 3 in a way that respects the semantics. However, we will see that this formulation will lose much of the conciseness of the presentation and enlarge the search spaces involved with automatic theorem proving.
At rst glance it may seem that SKL is only a sorted variant of a three-valued instance of the truth functional many-valued logics that were very thoroughly investigated by Carnielli, H ahnle, Baaz and Ferm uller BF92, Car87, Car91, H ah92]. However, since all instances of this framework are truth-functional, that is, the denotations of the connectives and quanti ers only depend on the truth values of (certain instances of) their arguments, even unsorted Kleene logic does not t into this paradigm, since quanti cation excludes the unde ned element.
In SKL we solve the problem with the quanti cation by postulating a sort D of all de ned individuals, which is a supersort of all other sorts. Therefore the relativization mapping not only considers sort information, it also has to care about de nedness aspects in quanti cation.
Informally K 3 -formulae are just rst-order formulae (with the additional unary connective !). While the three-valued semantics of the connectives is just that given in de nition 2.6, the semantics of the quanti er uses unrestricted instantiation, that is, I ' (8x A) := e 8(fI ' ; a=x] (A) a 2 Ag) De nition 2.13 (Relativization) We de ne transformations < S and < D , that map SKL-sentences to unsorted SKL-sentences and further into K 3 -sentences.
< S is the identity on terms and atoms, homomorphic on connectives, and < S (8x S ) := 8x D S(x) ) < S ( ) Note that in order for these sentences to make sense in unsorted SKL we have to extend the set of predicate symbols by unary predicates S for all sort symbols S 2 S . Furthermore, for any of these new predicates we need the axiom: 8x D !S(x). The set of all these axioms is denoted by < S ( ).
We de ne < D to be the identity (only dropping the sort references from the variables) on terms and proper atoms and
Just as above we have to extend the set of predicate symbols by a unary predicate D and need a set < D ( ) of signature axioms, which contains the axioms 8x 1 ; : : : ; x n P n (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) _ :P n (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) ) (D(x 1 )^: : :^D(x n )) 8x 1 ; : : : ; x n D(f(x 1 ; : : : ; x n )) ) (D(x 1 )^: : :^D(x n )) for any predicate symbol P 2 P n and for any function symbol f 2 F n , together Corollary 2.15 Let be a set of sentences and A be a sentence, then the following are equivalent
As a consequence of the sort theorem, the standard operationalization for many-valued logics BF92, Car87, Car91, H ah92] can be utilized to mechanize strong sorted Kleene logic. In fact, the system of Lucio-Carrasco and GavilanesFranco LCGF89] can be seen as a standard many-valued tableau operationalization H ah92, BFZ93] of the relativization of SKL. However, as the extended example shows, we can do better by using sorted methods, since relativization expands the size and number of input formulae and furthermore expands the search spaces involved in automatic theorem proving by building up many meaningless branches. Note that already the formulation of SKL where we only have the required sort D is much more concise than the relativized version. Furthermore we will see that the theory of de nedness is treated goal-driven by the TPF calculus (cf. section 3). Thus the TPF calculus is closer to informal practice than the relativization in this respect. 
The set of signature axioms < D ( S ) < D (< S ( )) is the following set of K
Model Existence
In this subsection we introduce an important tool for proving the completeness of calculi. The importance of model existence theorems lies in the fact that they abstract over the model theoretic part of various completeness proofs. Such theorems were rst introduced by Smullyan Proof: Suppose S T and T 2 r. Every nite subset A of S is a nite subset of T, and since r is compact, we know that A 2 r. Thus S 2 r.
De nition 2.19 (Labeled Formula) We will call a pair A , where A is an SKL-formula and 2 ff; u; tg a labeled formula. We say that a -assignment ' satis es a set of labeled formulae in a strict -algebra M = (A; I), if I ' (A) = for all A 2 .
In the following we will use A as an abbreviation for fAg in order to increase the legibility.
De nition 2.20 (Abstract Consistency Class) A class r of sets of labeled formulae is called an abstract consistency class, i it is closed under subsets, and for all sets 2 r the following conditions hold:
1 For each abstract consistency class r there exists an abstract consistency class r 0 such that r r 0 , and r 0 is compact. Proof: (following And86]) Let r 0 := f every nite subset of is in rg. To see that r r 0 , suppose that 2 r. r is closed under subsets, so every nite subset of is in r, and thus 2 r 0 .
Next let us show that r 0 is compact. Suppose 2 r 0 and is an arbitrary nite subset of . By de nition of r 0 all nite subsets of are in r, and therefore 2 r 0 . Thus all nite subsets of are in r 0 whenever is in r 0 . On the other hand, suppose all nite subsets of are in r 0 . Then by the de nition of r 0 the nite subsets of are also in r, so 2 r 0 . Thus r 0 is compact. Finally we show that r 0 is an abstract consistency class. By lemma 2.18 it is closed under subsets. Of the conditions for the abstract consistency class we will only explicitly present the rst two cases, since the proofs of the others are analogous. Let 2 r 0 be given arbitrarily.
Suppose there is an atom A, such that A ; A for 6 = . By the de nition of r 0 we get fA ; A g 2 r contradicting 2.20(1).
Let (:A) 2 , and be any nite subset of A (where and are as in 2.20(2)) and let := ( n fA g) (:A) . is a nite subset of , so 2 r. Since r is an abstract consistency class and (:A) 2 , we get A 2 r. We know that A , and r is closed under subsets, so 2 r. Thus every nite subset of A is in r, therefore by de nition A 2 r 0 .
De nition 2.22 ( -Hintikka Set) Let Clearly, this construction entails that for any atom A 2 H and anyassignment ' we have I ' (A) = , i I ' Free(A) (A) 2 H. Now a simple induction on the number of connectives and quanti cations, using the properties of 2.23 can be used to extend this property to arbitrary formulae. Thus we have I ' (A) = for all A 2 H, if we take ' to be the identity.
We now come to the proof of the abstract extension lemma, which nearly immediately yields the model existence theorem. Now we turn to the exposition of our tableau calculus. The case of standard tableaux for partial functions is a simple extension of rst-order tableau methods to SKL. Therefore we will only concern ourselves with free variable tableaux.
While a labeled formula A means that A has the truth value , we also make use of multi-indices as introduced by H ahnle and write A as an abbreviation for A _ A . (Normally, we do not have to consider three di erent truth values, since the corresponding formulae are tautological and cannot contribute to refutations.) As has been pointed out by H ahnle H ah92], the use of multi-indices does not only o er a concise notation, but can drastically improve a calculus, when special rules for their treatment are introduced. In the following, we add corresponding rules for handling multi-indices, where one label is u. Although not necessary in principle, this treatment results in a signi cant improvement of the search complexity of the calculus, which can thereby be reduced to the complexity in the two-valued case. This relationship will be made formal in theorem 3.9.
De nition 3.1 (Tableau Rules) The tableau rules consist of the traditional tableau rules for the propositional connectives, augmented by the case of the label u. Since we have special rules for the multi-indices ut and f u, we only need a splitting rule re ecting the de nition of multi-indices as disjunctions for the remaining multi-index f t. Note that the multi-index f ut gives rise to tautologies, which can never contribute to refutations. (that is there is no instance, which makes the formula false) and there is at least one witness for the unde nedness. ]; : : : ; t n =x n Sn ] is the most general uni er of A and B or the most general uni er of the term t and a subterm s of C, respectively. In both cases the sort constraint SC( ) = ((t 1 < ?S 1 )^: : :^(t n < ?S n )) fu insures the correctness (in terms of the sorts) of the instantiations. We have employed the notation of writing the substitution next to the tableau schema, to indicate that the whole tableau is instantiated by during the application of the rule.
A tableau is built up by constructing a tree with the tableau rules starting with an initial tree without branchings. We call a tableau closed, i all of its branches end in . Note that the disjunct in the succedent of the rules above is only needed, if the set of sort constraints is empty. Then this rule closes the branch without residuating. where we employ the convention that A ; = , since this corresponds to the empty disjunction, which is unsatis able. However, it is not straightforward to see in which cases this variant of the cut rule is more e cient. Remark 3.4 The tableau proof of a consequent j = A essentially refutes the possibility that A can be unde ned or false under the assumption of all formulae in . By the quartum non datur rule, we can then conclude that A is entailed by .
De nition 3.3 (Tableau Proof
)
Soundness and Completeness
The soundness of the TPF rules can be veri ed by a tedious recourse to the semantics of the quanti ers and connectives. Completeness is proven by the standard argument using the model existence theorem for SKL. For this, we rst have to prove a lifting theorem for TPF Theorem 3.5 (Tableau Lifting) Let j = A be a consequent and a substitution, then j = A has a closed TPF-tableau provided ( ) j = (A) has one. Proof: Let T be a closed tableau for ( ) j = (A), the claim is proven by an induction on the construction of T constructing a tableau T for j = A that is tableau-isomorphic to T . Concretely we have a tree-isomorphism !: T ?! T between T and T that respects labels and is compatible with , that is, for any node N in T with labeled formula A we have ! N (A) = (A).
This induction is straightforward for all TPF rules except for the cut and the strict rules that residuate a sort constraint. In both cases, we can use a standard argument which we will only carry out for the cut case: is a most general uni er of (A) and (B) in T , so uni es A and B in T . So there exists a most general uni er of A and B, and a substitution with = .
Now we have (SC( )) = SC( ) = SC( ), so we obtain the assertion by the inductive hypothesis for (T ) and (T ) = (T ). only add the relevant formulae to the tableau instead of replacing them, that is, correctly (F8) has to replace (F3) and (F13) to replace (F9). The tableau proof can roughly be divided into three di erent parts, rst the representation of the problem, displayed above the rst line, second some initial simpli cation by eliminating quanti ers and connectives displayed between the rst and the second line, and third the nal refutation, below the second line.
Remark 3.8 The proof in gure 1 shows an interesting feature, namely it corresponds in length and structure exactly to a proof of the theorem in classical two-valued logic. By replacing all truth-value sets f u by the truth value f you get the corresponding two-valued proof. This correspondence is due to the correspondence of the tableau rules R and R u for 2 ff; tg and R 2 f^; _; :; 8g.
In other words using rules for truth-value sets provides proofs as short as in the two-valued case. If, however, truth-value sets are not used, certain parts of the proofs must be duplicated. This relationship can only hold for so-called normal problems of course, that is, problems which do not contain any ! connective, since formulae containing a ! do not make any sense in classical two-valued logic.
Theorem 3.9 (Correspondence Theorem) Each tableau proof for a normal problem j = A in SKL can be isomorphically transformed into a tableau proof in FOL. Proof: Let us prove the assumption by a case analysis on the rules applied in the proof. At a certain formula in the SKL-tableau, its label set either contains the u value or not. If the formula does not contain u then it is labeled by t, by f , or by f t and will be treated by the same rule R with R 2 f^; _; :; 8g and 2 ff; tg or the splitting rule. Note the corresponding tableau rules are the same for FOL and SKL.
In the case that contains the truth value u, just eliminate u from the set. Since the initial problem formulation contains only the labels t and f u, for normal problems it inductively follows that no formula with the label u can occur in a tableau. The procedure of just eliminating the truth value u is correct, since for all connectives (with the exception of !, which may not occur in normal problems), all quanti er and all truth values we can verify that if R is a rule in SKL with a truth value set containing the truth value u, then a tableau rule of FOL can be constructed from R by eliminating the truth value u in the rule. For the other cases check this relation in de nition 3.1. This relation holds also for the tableau closure rule.
Thus we get a FOL proof from the SKL proof by simply eliminating all truth values u.
Remarks 3.10 Unfortunately, the converse of the above theorem does not hold. Not each FOL proof can be transformed into an SKL proof, even if there is an SKL proof. Consider for example the relation fAg j = A _ (B _ :B) which holds in SKL as well as in FOL. An FOL-proof is: does not apply to (F5) and (F3). This comes from the fact that B _ :B is not a tautology in SKL. However, the other straightforward closure of the tableau by applying the closure rule to (A) and (F1) can be applied in FOL as well as in SKL.
Of course it would be nice to have the property that for each classical FOL proof there exists an SKL proof which is as short as the classical (of course only if the classical theorem is also an SKL theorem). The example above shows that this property does not hold in general, for instance, replace the assumption set fAg by a set from which A can be derived in 20 steps only. On the other hand this example is rather arti cial insofar as the theorem would normally not be stated in this form in mathematics, because mathematical theorems are normally not redundant in the way that two true statements are linked by an \_", on the contrary usual mathematical theorems employ preconditions as weak as possible and consequences as strong as possible. For instance, in a mathematical context we would expect theorems like A, B _ :B, A^(B _ :B). While a proof for the rst (from the assumptions A) can be transferred from FOL to SKL, the latter two are not theorems in SKL. Hence we expect that for usual mathematical theorems the proof e ort in SKL will not be bigger then in FOL.
Extensions { Sorted Uni cation
Even though the TPF calculus de ned above represents a signi cant computational improvement over a naive tableau calculus for Kleene's strong logic for partial functions, it only makes very limited use of the sorts in SKL. This can be improved by utilizing a rigid sorted uni cation algorithm that takes into account all the sort information present in the respective branch and uses it as a local sort signature. This measure in e ect restricts the set of possible uni ers to those that are well-sorted with respect to this (local) sort signature. This allows to perform some of the reasoning about well-sortedness (and therefore de nedness) in the uni cation in an algorithmic way. This reasoning would otherwise be triggered by the sort constraints in SKL and would have to be carried out in the proof search. The methods presented in this section are heavily in uenced by Weidenbach's work on sorted tableau methods in Wei94].
In the tableau framework the extension with sorted uni cation is simpler (but perhaps less powerful) than in the resolution framework (see for instance Wei91, KK93] ). The reason for this is the di erence in the treatment of the disjunction in resolution and tableau. Tableau calculi use the rule to analyze disjuncts in di erent branches, but pay the price with the necessity to instantiate the entire tableau. Consider, for example, the formula t< ?S _ t< ?T stating that the term t has sort S or sort T. In the tableau method, we can investigate both situations in separate branches (with di erent local sets of declarations). In the resolution method, we have to use one of the disjuncts for sorted uni cation and residuate the other as a constraint, which has to be attached to well-sorted terms, wellsorted substitutions and clauses resulting from resolutions, whenever the other literal is used. On the other hand, the tableau method needs to instantiate all declarations that are used, since they can contain variables that also appear in For instance the substitution = f(f(x S ))=z S ] is well-sorted, but not rigidly so, for the set D = ff(y S )< ?Sg, since the declaration has to be used twice (in di ering instances) to show that f(f(x S )) has sort S. is, however, rigidly well- Since we are working in a tableau framework and our sorted uni cation algorithm involves nondeterminism, we utilize the tableau search mechanism for the search for uni ers by representing uni cation constraints as special dis-equality literals. This gives us a very uniform presentation of the combined tableau procedure
De nition 4.4 (Tableau Rules for Rigid Sorted Uni cation)
We assume the existence of a binary predicate symbol : In contrast to the related set of rules for sorted uni cation in Wei91] or SS89] we only eliminate solved pairs that are known to be well-sorted from the set D of declarations. Therefore we do not need the explicit failure rules these authors need, since they do not test for well-sortedness of the pair before eliminating. In our system we de ne failure as irreducibility and non-solvedness, but we could also add explicit failure rules to detect failure early for a practical implementation.
We say that a declaration (t< ?S) t is used by a uni cation inference rule, if it appears in the antecedent of the rule.
Theorem 4.5 The above set of rules de ne a sound and complete non-determinist uni cation algorithm.
Proof sketch: It is obvious that all inference rules maintain the property of well-sortedness for uni cation problems, since all new pairs added are from declarations and are therefore well-sorted by de nition and the set of well-sorted terms is closed under well-sorted substitutions. Since the set of inference rules is a rigid variant of that given in SS89, p.98], we refer to the proofs given there. These only have to be modi ed to account for rigidity. A close inspection of the di erences shows that Schmidt-Schau 's rules can be obtained from ours by renaming all declarations that are used by the uni cation rules before applying the rules, and thus preventing that the declarations are used up in the process. For the proof of completeness, we construct a rigid extension from a non-rigid uni er by taking into account the instantiations of the declarations (in the rigid set of rules) that were circumvented in Schmidt-Schau 's rules by renaming.
A Tableau Calculus for SKL using Rigid Sorted Uni cation
We will now extend TPF with a variant of the rigid sorted uni cation alogrithm above. Note that the notion of substitution discussed above is still not appropriate for a refutation calculus, where substitutions need to have ground instances.
Otherwise the tableau cut rule becomes unsound: Let S be a sort that does not have ground terms, that is, where A S may be empty, then a branch containing the literals (P x S ) t and (P y S ) f could be closed using the substitution y S =x S ], without being unsatis able. A well-sorted term may not have ground instances, if it contains variables of sorts that do not have ground terms. Therefore we are interested in conditions for sorts to be non-empty. Remark 4.7 Thus we can modify the sorted uni cation algorithm above by allowing tableau closure (or equivalently the rule to be applicable) only i the sorts of the free variables in the substitutions associated with the rules are non-empty with respect to the set D of declarations in the branch above. This variant of the sorted uni cation algorithm only returns sorted uni ers that have well-sorted ground instances. Now we will present an extension TPF( ) of TPF that allows to restrict the calculation to formulae that are well-sorted with respect to the declarations present on the branch above, and thereby prune branches of the proof search that would not lead to refutations, since they contain meaningless objects.
De nition 4.8 (Tableau with Sorted Uni cation (TPF( ))) To obtain the tableau calculus TPF( ) with sorted uni cation from TPF, we modify the tableau closure rules and add the modi ed (cf. 4.7) constraint variant of the constraint simpli cation rules of sorted uni cation. we only have to reconsider the tableau lifting theorem for TPF( ). This can be proven with the standard argumentation, since the sorted uni cation algorithm is complete and we can abstract from the internal structure of the uni cation derivation.
As we have seen in remark 4.3 the well-sorted substitutions and therefore well-sorted uni cations lter out instantiations of the tableau that contain meaningless objects and therefore cannot contribute to a refutation of the initial consequent. This property yields a signi cant pruning of the search spaces and therefore in a gain of computational e ciency. However, the rigidity of the unication algorithm makes it necessary to guess in advance the number of instances of the declarations needed for a proof, since they are used up during the unication. This is especially bothersome, since in general a great multiplicity of declarations is needed. In order to arrive at a more practical algorithm it will be important to nd variants of the uni cation algorithm that are rigid only on the disjunctive part of the declarations present in a consequent.
Example 4.10 (continuing 3.7) Now we revisit the problem of proving fA1; A2; A3; A4; A5g j = T using the tableau calculus with sorted uni cation. While the rst two main parts of the proof in gure 1, namely the problem setting and the initial simpli cation remain the same, the proper refutation will be shorter, in particular only three branches instead of ve have to be considered. In gure 3, we display only the last part. We have developed a sorted three-valued logic for the formalization of informal mathematical reasoning with partial functions. This system generalizes the system proposed by Kleene in Kle52] for the treatment of partial functions over natural numbers to general rst-order logic. In fact we believe that the unsorted version of our system without the ! operator is a faithful formalization of Kleene's ideas.
If we compare SKL to the three other approaches mentioned in the introduction, we see that the truth conditions coincide on valid mathematical statements, but that SKL properly excludes statements that a mathematician would reject as having problems with de nedness. While the rst approach has not the necessary expressiveness, the second and fourth approaches legitimate unwanted statements as theorems. We have presented a sound and complete tableau calculus with dynamic sorts for our logic SKL, which uses the sort mechanism to capture the fact that in Kleene's logic quanti cation only ranges over de ned individuals. Our calculus can be seen as an extension of classical logic that combines methods from manyvalued logics (cf. BF92, H ah92]) for a correct treatment of the unde ned and sorted logics (see Wei89, Wei91] ) for an adequate treatment of the de ned. It di ers from the sequent calculus in LCGF89] in that the use of dynamic sort techniques greatly simpli es the calculus, since most de nedness preconditions can be taken care of in the uni cation. Thus we believe that our system is not only more faithful to Kleene's ideas (de nedness inference is handled in the uni cation at a level below the calculus) but also more e cient for the sort techniques involved.
In an earlier work KK93, KK94] we had represented a resolution calculus of strong sorted Kleene logic. In this work, we not only have transferred the methods developed there to the tableau framework, but have also shown that normally proofs that keep track of the de nedness conditions are not more complex than those in the classical two-valued logic. In some sense it is surprising that in spite of the advantages mentioned above, the complexity of proof search can be preserved by the treatment of multi-indices.
Of course further extensions of the system described here have to be considered in order to be feasible for practical mathematics. In particular this calculus does not address the question of the mechanization of higher-order features for the formalization of mathematical practice. Higher-order logics are especially suitable for formalizing partial functions, since functions are rst class objects of the systems, that can even be quanti ed over. In this direction the work of Farmer et al. Far90, FGT93] has shown that partial functions are a very natural and powerful tool for formalizing mathematics. We expect that our three-valued approach, which remedies some problems of their simpler two-valued approach (see the discussion in the introduction and in example 2.11) can be generalized in much the same manner and will be a useful tool for formalizing mathematics.
Finally, the authors believe that the merit of the idea of generalizing rstorder logic with respect to both, the number of truth values and the domain of quanti cation is not con ned to the application to partial functions. In particular there seem to be no obstacles against the extension of many multi-valued logics in arti cial intelligence (such as Belnap's four-valued paraconsistent logic) that have only been investigated for the propositional fragment to the rst-order case using our techniques.
